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QUESTION 1

What two actions must you perform to create a class join in a report definition? (Choose Two) 

A. Select the type of match for key values. 

B. Add an association rule to match key values. 

C. Create a prefix for the joined class. 

D. Add a parameter for each property in the class you want to join. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Teams X and Y work on different enhancements in the same ruleset. The release date for each enhancement is
uncertain. 

Which two options, when performed together, allow each team to keep its work separate? (Choose Two) 

A. Create a new ruleset version for one of the teams. 

B. Create a branch ruleset for each team. 

C. Apply privileges to the rules each team configures. 

D. Create access groups for each of the teams. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two actions do you perform when using the Performance Analyzer (PAL) to ensure that you obtain accurate
performance data? (Choose Two) 

A. Run the process to completion first to perform needed rule assembly and avoid skewed results. 

B. Capture PAL readings after significant changes to a process to identify any performance impact. 

C. Capture a PAL reading for a process with good performance to establish a benchmark for comparison. 

D. Run PAL as an end user to account for any performance differences due to the portal itself. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Graduate school students create and submit project proposals to their advisors. During the proposal phase, the advisor
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and the student can each edit the draft proposal. 

How do you ensure the advisor and the student can simultaneously edit the proposal, and the application can check the
proposal for changes before committing them? 

A. Configure the locking on the case type to allow one user. 

B. Configure the locking on the case type to allow multiple users. 

C. Configure an assignment for the advisor and an assignment for the student. 

D. Configure the student and advisor roles with view and edit permission. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An application contains a flow action with an Apply to: class of TRB-HRApps-Work- Feedback in a locked ruleset. When
updating the application, you save the existing flow action into a new minor version of the ruleset this time applied to
TRB\\'HRApps-Work so it can be used by more than one case type. 

How do you prevent the application from using the rule in TRB-HRApps-Work-Feedback? 

A. Save an additional new version of the flow action applied to TRB-HRApps-Work- Feedback and set the availability to
"Blocked". 

B. Save an additional new version of the flow action applied to TRB-HRApps-Work- Feedback and set the availability to
"Withdrawn". 

C. Save an additional new version of the flow action applied to TRB-HRApps-Work- Feedback and set the availability to
"Not available". 

D. Save an additional new version of the flow action applied to TRB-HRApps-Work and set the availability to "Final". 

Correct Answer: A 
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